Company Profile

Transforming Wireless Connectivity with Millimeter Waves
Our Revolution in Ultra High Capacity Wireless

Millimeter wave frequencies were the Antarctica of telecoms before Siklu – very few went there and those who did paid a lot for it. Then we invented our all-silicon radio and started a revolution: prices were sliced by 90% and more, devices shrunk in size, performance skyrocketed – and a market was born.

Our Gigabit throughput E-band (70/80 Ghz) and V-band (60 Ghz) radios are the market’s most cost-effective solutions for short-range wireless ultra-high capacity point-to-point links. Based on more than 30 patents, they include the first SiGe E-band chip and other unique achievements.

Best-Selling Millimeter Wave Radios

We’ve already sold thousands of radios worldwide to service providers, mobile operators, wireless security network operators, enterprises and governments. And with 30% market share, we firmly lead the millimeter wave radio market. Top operators have tested our radios rigorously, and they are now deployed in all climates, working smoothly even through monsoons and hurricanes.
What’s Next? Transforming Street-Level Connectivity

We’re now taking our all-silicon innovation to the street – with a low-priced, tiny, and unobtrusive V-band (60 GHz) radio that will enable mass deployment of street-level networked devices, from small cell backhaul through Wi-Fi connectivity to security networks. As the business of connectivity is being transformed by new breeds of services and new kinds of networks, we now partner with top industry movers to provide the high performance wireless connectivity that will enable these innovations.

Customers, We’ve Got Your Back

Big or small, all our customers enjoy super responsive care, from the first contact to a lightning fast deployment. Our support teams are able to settle most cases within the first call. And we listen to our customers, so we can shape our products to answer their needs ever more accurately.
**When, who, where**

Founded in 2008 by a team of wireless veterans experienced in consumer electronics, with the vision of using all-silicon technology advances from the consumer electronics industry to transform high capacity networks. They used cutting edge technology to reduce cost and increase reliability of carrier grade wireless connectivity. Privately held, Siklu is backed by leading investment funds and private investors, including Argonaut Private Equity, Evergreen Venture Partners, DFJ Tamir Fishman, Amiti Ventures, Tamares Capital and a strategic investment by Qualcomm Ventures.

We’re based near Tel Aviv, Israel.

---

**5 Reasons to Contact Siklu:**

1. Future-proof high capacity Gigabit solution
2. Proven millimeter wave solution with thousands of links deployed
3. Carrier class performance and carrier ready ROI
4. Operating over the interference-free and uncongested 60/70/80 GHz bands
5. Industry’s smallest, lightest equipment
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